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An evening with Tom Paxton
by Bob Schmucker

Several months ago, I was
chatting with Greg Trafidlo about
the Tuesday Tunes for Feeding
Southwest Virginia sessions that
started last May on the 3rd Street
Coffeehouse Facebook page.
Greg had mentioned many
times his friendship with folk icon
Tom Paxton and offered to ask Tom
if he’d like take a turn for Tuesday
Tunes. Of course, I said sure!
I knew that Tom was folk music
royalty, but I’ll admit that I wasn’t
too educated about him or his
music. After all, Tom was making
records before I started school.
Tom accepted the gig and I
sent him a standard e-mail note
of thanks as well as the how-to
instructions.
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As he lives in Alexandria VA,
Tom would have to LiveStream
it from his place and I had
concerns about his familiarity
with computers, Facebook, and
LiveStreaming.
The performer is given
temporary administrator privileges
on the 3rd Street Facebook page.
That involves finding the invitation,
accepting it, and pointing to our
page when the LiveStream begins.
There are a couple of other steps
as well (like setting up the donate
button); nothing too crazy, but
people have been known to get lost.
In any case, Tom didn’t respond
right away. After a couple weeks of
no response, I checked with Greg to
verify the e-mail address. I did and
See Feature Article, page 2

Due to coronavirus
restrictions, the
monthly in-person
meetings of the SVSA
have been cancelled.
Normally, meetings
are held on the fourth
Wednesday of the
month in the LL Rice

BOB SCHMUCKER

Room at the Jefferson
Center in Roanoke VA at
7:30 p.m. and end when
the last song critique
is finished, or at 10:30
p.m., whichever comes
first.
The next virtual online live meeting will be

Wednesday Feb 24 at
7:00 p.m. Check your
inbox for SVSA emails
containing the latest
info on deadlines for
submitting songs and
lyrics.
Keep safe and keep
writing songs!
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sent another e-mail, but
again, I got no response.
I was beginning to think
maybe this wasn’t meant
to be.
A few weeks later, all of
a sudden, my work phone
started to shake, rattle, and
roll with an incoming video
call. Right there in front of
me was none other than
Tom Paxton himself. You
could have knocked me
over with a guitar pick.
Tom was not quite the
elderly, shuffling relic I had
expected. He was quite
obviously comfortable with
video calling technology
and apologized for his late
response.
I was amazed to hear
how he had a brand-new
webcam and was doing
Zoom calls with John
McCutcheon and writing songs
together by Zoom. I told him I’d
be in touch to walk him through
things.
A week before the show, I
contacted Tom to start setting
things up. We used Zoom so
he could see my screen as I
walked through the steps. This
was where we ran into the first
technical hurdle – Tom’s screen
looked nothing like mine. Most
importantly, he couldn’t find
the part where you set up the
donate button.
Just about anyone else would
have just said forget it, but Tom’s
a better man than that. Even so,
we worked on and off right up to
show time without luck and had
to cancel and reschedule for the
following Tuesday.

Continued from page 1

TOM PAXTON
Over the next week, Tom and
I tried a number of ideas and
platforms including his Mac, his
iPad, and his daughter’s Window’s
PC. Each time, we’d run into some
insane roadblock. We enlisted the
guy who manages Tom’s social
media accounts and the three of us
worked our butts off.
Tom is not a guy to let
technology get the best of him and
over the course of several days, we
developed a close friendship based
on overcoming the obstacles.
On game day the following
week, we still had not resolved the
issues and I decided the only way to
get it was to drive up to Alexandria
with my iPhone. That afternoon, I
headed up 581 in the rain and fog.
I arrived at Tom’s place with a half
hour to spare.
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Tom still wanted to
try one more time with
his iPad so he could use
his new mic. We got it
set up and tested with 20
minutes to spare. I set up
the for real session and
we sat back and chatted,
satisfied that we finally
had it ready.
At 9:00 p.m., Tom hit
the blue “go-live” button
and the %##*&# thing
gave him an error and the
screen froze. There was no
way to recover, so I quickly
set up my cell phone. I gave
him the thumbs up and,
right on cue, Tom got down
to business and played
like he’d done it a million
times. He gave the best
appeal for donations I’ve
ever heard. Within the first
five minutes, we received
over $1000 in donations!
People were commenting
from all over the planet and
by the end, there was at least
a dozen different countries
represented (and maybe a
couple other planets). By the
end of Tom’s performance, he
had brought in close to $2000 in
donations and they continued to
come in for another week. So far,
he has raised $2426.
After the show, we shared a
few laughs about overcoming all
the challenges and he told a few
John Prine stories. He gave me a
couple of his CDs and I headed
back home thinking what an
absolutely great experience I’d
had working with Tom. He’s one
of the greats and always will be
in my book.

Guidelines for giving song feedback
by Mollye Otis

Personally, I think the creative
muse, daemon, spirit … whatever
you call it, requires respect.
Creation is personal. A writer
can be inspired and buoyed up
by the influence of our feedback,
or confused and shut down by
unqualified comments. Our
intentions must be to be supportive,
helpful, and encouraging and to
offer specific ways that may help
the writer’s skills to grow.
If you have a sense of what the
person is trying to do with their
song, work from that perspective.
Not everyone is attempting to write
a Nashville hit song; stylistic context
provides a framework.
Taking into consideration the
level of the writer and the raw-toproduced nature of the recording
is a sensitivity that keeps us from
comparing a work in progress
to a fully produced recording on
the airwaves. If the singing is not
optimum, that is not the song itself
and not the point to make.
Hear with respect to the
songwriting intention, stylistic
context and level.
David McWilliams shared
an article, “Giving Song Feedback
Like A Pro,” with our Google group
that is a terrific overview of the
feedback process. (Full article:
http://songchops.com/2018/10/
giving-song-feedback-like-a-pro/).

Here is a distilled version of the
article with some add ons from my
own thoughts.
Giving feedback

• The song is the priority: what is
it trying to express? Is everything
supporting the song’s intention?
(Melody, harmony, form,
arrangement, lyric.)

• First listen all the way through.
• Read the lyrics.
• Listen again.

• Focus on encouraging the

President’s
Message

MOLLYE OTIS

“We’re here not
to criticize, but
to analyze and
respond.”
songwriter, gearing your
comments to a specific skill, or
on a potential way the song may
work better.

• Your intention is to build
confidence and offer meaningful
insight, not to critique.
• Constructive feedback does not
imply rewriting lyrics or word
changes.

• Are your comments helpful to
building the writer’s larger skill
set? Not too picky?

• Choose one or two strong points
for feedback; you don’t need to
address everything.
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• Pointing out ways the song works
is useful information.
• Responding to how the song
hits you emotionally is useful
information.
FOR THE WRITER

• If you’re not sure what you need
from the listener, give some
information about the purpose
or emotional response you were
going for. Asking for specific
considerations may elicit clearer
responses. For example, if you
were experimenting with a new
style or trying out a different
form, working with a groove, that
may guide the listener to better
address the song.

• Being open to receiving feedback
from a non-defensive place allows
ease in the feedback process.
We’re here not to criticize, but to
analyze and respond.
• As the receiver of feedback, if you
need clarification from someone,
ask questions.

• Trust your thoughts and internal
responses to the points being
made; your opinions and instincts
matter the most to the success of
your work. How you put together
the pieces of a creative puzzle
is entirely personal; you are the
artist.
FOR THE GROUP

Hitting REPLY ALL with your
feedback response will help
everyone see what has already been
addressed, how there may be other
perspectives to consider, and it will
help us all to learn from each other.

With sincere regard for your
driving force, whatever you choose
to call it!
~ Mollye

Next SVSA Zoom meeting this Wednesday, Feb 24
The next on-line Zoom SVSA meeting is this
coming Wednesday, February 24 at 7:00 p.m. Mike
Franke will host and will e-mail a link to our Google
group before the meeting. Check your in-box for that
message.
It’s easy – just click on the link at the time of the
meeting to participate. You can use a smart phone,
tablet, or desktop computer.
To submit songs and lyrics (recordings only; live
performances don’t work well on Zoom), do this:
• Use the SVSA Google groups email address
to send your lyrics (in the form of a PDF or a Word
Document, not in the body of the email) and mp3
files. Send them in the same email if possible. Include
“#Critique” in the subject line of the email. Send them
directly – not in a response to another email – no
later than noon on Tuesday, February 23.
• Print out the lyrics that you receive so that you
can add comments during the discussion. Also note
the email addresses of members who are submitting.
• Then, email your critique notes back to the
songwriter. You can summarize in the text of the email
or take a picture of the lyric sheet and email it back to
the songwriter. You can also use the chat function in

Monthly Zoom Meeting Notes
by David Simpkins

A total of 15 SVSA members attended the
regular monthly Zoom meeting in January.
The meeting began with remarks by new SVSA
President Molly Otis. She then presented the group
with a limerick challenge, which involved splitting
the members into groups of three to work out a
limerick that began with “There was a young man
from Ohio ...” as the first line.
Response was so positive that another limerick
challenge was issued for this coming February’s
meeting. (See article on this page.)
A total of five songs were submitted for
feedback.
Molly also announced that this year’s first
SVSA Showcase will originate from the 3rd Street
Coffeehouse Facebook LiveStream page on Friday,
March 19. Participants will be Celie Holmes,
Larry Sakayama, Barbara Martin, and David
McWilliams.

Zoom to send real-time feedback to each songwriter as
their songs are being played.
We’ll see you all in cyberspace again this
Wednesday!

February SVSA

limerick

challenge

If you’ve watched Season 4 of “The Crown,”
you’ll have noted that there’s an unforgettable
limerick challenge between Princess Margaret and
President Lyndon Johnson. Raucous, bawdy, crude
.... AND hysterical!
So, naturally, the SVSA has jumped on the
bandwagon with a limerick challenge of its own.
But first ...
What Is a limerick?
“A limerick is a five-line poem that consists of
a single stanza, an AABBA rhyme scheme, and
whose subject is a short, pithy tale or description.
Most limericks are comedic, some are downright
crude, and nearly all are trivial in nature.”
We’re inviting all songwriters to rise to the
February writing challenge. Create your limerick
and set it to your own tune using the following first
line prompt:
“My Valentine lives in Virginia ...”
If you do a super job at this, it may have an
added payoff in bonus points with your sweetheart.
(OR NOT!) But come and share it at this month’s
Zoom meeting with your songwriting friends. We’ll
all have a fun and funny time. You will be able to
sing (and play if you wish) live from your Zoom
Square.
Ready-set-go!
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YOU
NEVER
KNOW...
by Barbara Martin

When I first started
performing on the singersongwriter circuit, Robin
Williams – of Robin and
Linda Williams – told
me, “We always play the
same show whether it’s
a big, important venue
or playing for just a few
people. We always play
our best.” That piece of
advice got me through
many discouraging gigs
and also brought some
surprises.
One very big surprise
came about 15 years ago.
Mac Walter and I were
playing an outdoor gig in
Alexandria. We arrived to
find we’d be playing on
a temporary stage in the
middle of a big field.
It was close to
showtime and looking
out from behind the
stage I could see two
or three people in the
audience. I swallowed
my disappointment and
started pasting a preperformance smile on my
face.
I took one last glance
at the audience before
going on stage. A man

and a woman had just
arrived and the man
looked amazingly like folk
legend Tom Paxton.
Throughout the
hour-long performance
I kept staring at the man
who looked just like Tom
Paxton. Then I would
think, “But what would
Tom Paxton be doing

here? It just can’t be him.
He must have a look alike
who lives in Alexandria.”
As Mac and I walked
offstage, the Tom Paxton
look-alike walked up and
introduced himself as
Tom Paxton! My mouth
dropped open and I was
in shock and without
words.
Then Tom Paxton
said, “You might not
know who I am.” I had
revived myself enough to
say, “Yes, I know who you
are!”
Mac and I chatted
with Tom and his wife
Midge for a while. They
even bought a CD! As it
turned out Tom and his
wife had recently moved
to a condo in Alexandria

BARBARA MARTIN
& MAC WALTER
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that was right next to the
field where our concert
was. They’d heard the
music and strolled over.
As I got into my car
I couldn’t stop thinking,
“I just played one hour
of my original songs for
Tom Paxton. I wouldn’t
have dreamed that such
a thing could happen in a
million years.”
And probably if I’d
known it was the real
Tom Paxton out there I
would have been nervous
and who knows what
would have happened?
From that moment on
before each performance
no matter where or how
big the audience was I’d
remember, you never
know....

SVSA SHOWCASE
Songwriters In The Round
FRIDAY, MARCH 19 • 7:30 P.M.

Larry Sakayama

Barbara Martin

David McWilliams

Celie Holmes

Facebook LiveStream presented
by 3rd Street Coffeehouse
Go to the 3rd Street Coffeehouse Facebook page
and look for LIVE video link.
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Larry Sakayama, former SVSA president and current member, obtained
approval from the on-line music retailer Sweetwater’s marketing
department to reprint articles from their SweetNotes newsletter.

Notes
Upgrade your social media presence
by Nick D’Virgilio
Releasing an album, an EP, or a
single brings along with it so many
feelings and emotions. There’s the
excitement of getting your music
out into the world for people
to enjoy. There’s relief that you
crossed the finish line, completed
your music, and got it to a place
where you want people to hear it.
There’s also the stress from all the
hard work involved in getting your
music into more people’s ears than
just your close friends.
A big component of people
hearing (and hopefully buying)
your music is social media. With
so many social media outlets,
websites, podcasts, blogs, and
more, it’s imperative that you stay
on top of all of them – and that can
be overwhelming.
These days, social media
involves more than just posting a
photo and a caption – though that’s
still part of the equation. You’ll also
want video and audio. It can be a
challenge to know what gear you
need to get the job done. The good
news is that you can start small and
work your way up to an elaborate
gear setup.
Almost everyone has a mobile
phone, a tablet, or a computer. You
can use the built-in microphone
for your videos, but a simple way
to upgrade the quality of your
social posts is to get an external

microphone. They come in a wide
range of sizes and prices and can
make a big difference.
The Shure MV88, the RØDE
VideoMic, and the Zoom iQ6 are
just three of many choices for
phone mics that can help you get
clearer sound.

With a little bit of
research and planning,
you can build a setup
that you can just turn
on and go when the
inspiration hits.

The next step up may be a
desktop USB microphone that can
also act as your recording interface,
such as the Apogee Mic Plus, the
Samson Go Mic, the Shure MV5, and
the Audio-Technica AT2020USB+.
Pair one of these microphones
with recording software, and
you are on your way. A USB mic
is probably the simplest audio
recording setup there is, but it
works!
Performing your songs live is
one of the best (and for the artist,
probably the most fulfilling) ways
to promote your music, so give
yourself the best opportunity to
sound as good as you can even if
you’re on a tight budget.
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If you’re ready to take the
next leap, then you can get into
the world of livestreaming.
Livestreaming is a popular format
for reaching your fans with a “live”
performance or chat – basically
broadcasting to your fans.
Of course, there are many
options for gear. But a simple way
to jump onboard is with the Roland
GO: LIVECAST for smartphones. It’s
got everything built into one simple
unit with an input for an external
microphone. It streamlines the
livestreaming process.
If video is part of your social
media strategy, then you want
things to look as great as they
sound.
The cameras in smartphones
are astounding, but any camera
can benefit from better lighting.
Brightening up your space can help
a great deal but having dedicated
lighting will give you a much more
“pro” look.
An LED panel like the Nanlite
LumiPad 25 is quite affordable.
Nanlite also makes the Halo 16 ring
light, which has a built-in bracket
to hold your smartphone. The IK
Multimedia iRig Video Creator HD
Bundle includes not only a 10”
ring light but also a condenser
microphone and a 4-in-1 stand.
For washes of color, consider the
ADJ Mega Bar RGBA or the Chauvet

See Sweetwater, page 8

SW E E T W A T ER
Continued from page 7

SlimPAR T12.
Ultimately, it comes down to having what we
need so that we can concentrate on the creative
side and not always the tech side of this endeavor.
With a little bit of research and planning, you can
build a setup that you can just turn on and go when
the inspiration hits and is powerful enough to be
ready for more elaborate performances as well.
Yes, you can most definitely just turn on your
phone, hit record, and go. It will work. But there’s
a lot of competition out there. We’re all trying to
reach our fans any way we can. Since you spent all
that time and effort writing and recording your
music, invest a little more time in crafting a prolooking and -sounding social media presence. It can
really pay off.
Reprinted with permission from Sweetwater.
com - SweetNotes Holiday 2020 Issue.)

MICAH DAVIDSON

Davidson joins Harvester
Performance Center team
With the recent retirement of Gary Jackson, the
Harvester Performance Center in Rocky Mount VA has
announced the hiring of Micah Davidson.
The outgoing Jackson brought nearly 1000 shows
to the venue since becoming general manager in
2013. Guests from more than three dozen states have
traveled to Rocky Mount to see their favorite artists,
expanding the town’s identity as a cultural destination.
Davidson is a Roanoke native and the president
of Midwood Entertainment. He’s been in the music
industry for more than 15 years and is a veteran
promoter and talent buyer. He also works with the North
Carolina Brewer’s & Music Festival and the Bristol
Rhythm & Roots Reunion.
Davidson says his first priority is to get the
Harvester open and shows back in Rocky Mount as
soon as health restrictions and safety allow.

Book
recommendation
Advertising gimmicks can be annoying at times but
Sweetwater, an on-line music equipment retailer, has
an irresistible way of thanking its customers. Every
order contains a little bag of candy, just the right
touch to top off the excitement of receiving some
music gear through the mail.

SVSA member
Jimmie Landry highly
recommends this book,
“Moving To Higher
Ground,” by Wynton
Marsalis with Geoffrey
Ward.
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Trafidlo promotes new CD on local public radio
On Saturday February 20, SVSA
member Greg Trafidlo shared
stories of serendipity, music
career highlights, songwriting, and
collaboration with WVTF’s Studio
A host Luke Church. Trafidlo also
performed songs from his new CD,
“A Different Story.”
The 16-minute segment was
augmented with extra songs and
dialogue on the station’s web site.
The web extras included several
songs from the new CD plus Greg
talking about the development

of his career and meeting Laura
Pole and Neal Phillips, with whom
he developed a lasting musical
collaboration and friendship in
their group Trifolkal.
Greg also talked about cowriting the song Paw Paw, Illinois
with SVSA members Celie Holmes
and Denise Schmucker during an
SVSA workshop.
For the complete listening
experience, go to https://www.wvtf.
org/post/greg-trafidlo#stream/0
Several SVSA members

perform on Trafidlo’s new CD and
the graphics were designed by
SVSA member Kathy Acosta.

We’re used to seeing SVSAer
Barbara Martin hiking various
Virginia trails. She’s a cycler as well.
Here she is on the Greenbriar Trail.
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It’s not a bird. Nor is it a plane. It’s
the Masked Baskind! Our favorite
Marc performs for Farm to Table
Roanoke on Valentine’s Day at the
Greenbrier Nurseries. (Photo by
Willow Rosenblatt.)
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3rd Street Coffeehouse will continue its Friday
night shows on Facebook via live streaming
Responding to the Coronavirus pandemic, 3rd Street
Coffeehouse transitioned to high-tech digital live streaming.
Friday night performances are continuing at 7:30 p.m. and
originate from the 3rd Street Facebook site. Viewers may watch
for free and there are virtual “hat” options for tips. Please check
the 3rd Street Coffeehouse Facebook page for the latest info,
updates, schedule changes, and performer announcements.
Tuesday Tunes for Feeding Southwest Virginia

Friday Night Facebook Livestream Stage

Feb 23........................................................... Kinnfolk
Mar 02...............................................David Simpkins
Mar 09............................................ Charissa Morrison
Mar 16............................................ Adam Z. Markham
Sometime in 2021....................................Darrell Scott

Date
02/26
03/05
03/19

Feature Act......................................... Opening Act
Andrew Kasab.................................... Kinnfolk
Kat Mills.............................................. Mike Franke
SVSA Showcase................................ n/a

3rd Thursday Facebook Zoom Public Open Mic
Feb 18 .......hosted by Jim Page and Bob Schmucker
Mar 18 .......hosted by Jim Page and Bob Schmucker
May 20.......hosted by Jim Page and Bob Schmucker

LOCAL, REGIONAL
OPEN MICS

We’ll be right back after a vaccine from our doctors ...
Most – if not all – local and regional open mics have shut down due to
coronavirus concerns so the SVSA will follow suit and stand down
from posting our two-page who, what, where, and when of open
mics. We all look forward to the better days ahead but for now, better
safe than sorry.

SVSA Performing Members’ Upcoming Gigs
Since the Coronavirus pandemic has pretty
much shut down live-in-person performances,
there will be a dearth of listings in this section
of the SVSA Music News for the foreseeable

future. However, should any opportunities arise
for SVSA members to perform, particularly via
internet live streaming, we will try to list them
along with as much information as is available.
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EXPANDING

SOUND

CHOICES
INTRODUCTION
Sure, guitar lessons from Larry. Larry Sakayama,
okay, but Larry Helms seems a stretch. But remember
that those who can’t can still teach, maybe. This
pandemic isolation has compelled me to look more closely
at what and how I play, and it’s made a difference. So
I pass it on for what it’s worth. If several people think
it’s worthwhile, we’ll continue to serialize the 8000word guide I’ve put together. If the reaction is uniformly
negative, I’ll try to write a depressing song about it.
If you’re already adept in jazz, extended chords, and
fairly advanced theory, there’s likely little here for you. This
is geared to those of us who typically write songs with
three, four, or five chords, almost all major and minor.
I’m assuming familiarity with such things as a I, IV, vi, V
progression.
While I’ve tried not to go too deeply into theory, I
don’t think choices can be expanded without knowing a
fair amount of it. Anything learned by rote without some
understanding of what is going on with the progression
or lick or phrasing is likely to stick with you only in the one
context you’ve learned it.
My aim is to cover ideas that can be extrapolated for
use in a variety of settings and keys. Off-putting as it may
seem at the outset, learning scales all the way up the
neck is a significant part of this guide. However, I hope
the presentation will be more palatable than a book of
diagrams of the CAGED shapes.
I’d like to hit a Goldilocks mean here by presenting a
condensation of a lot of material I’ve processed over the
last year. I’ve found too many videos that present tidbits
without context and too many with too much information
without context.

LARRY HELMS
Blues,” and of the second a Mel Bay book of a hundred
chords in A, a hundred in Bb, and so on through all 12
notes. The time spent learning a few licks is better spent,
I’ve found, learning three essential scales that contain
all the licks you’ll ever use. Practicing chords without an
adequate sense of when and why you might substitute a
major for its own minor chord or use a diminished chord
is a similar dead-end, or has been for me.
There aren’t shortcuts to getting good, but there is
the possibility of avoiding long-cuts that teach one-offs
in this or that. I’ve begun to understand what’s core in
using the guitar as a means of expression, and the core is
focused on those things that apply across the board (both
fretboard and the board of music).
If you can’t stand the prospect of mastering the neck,
there’s little reason to read on, because that’s core. I
don’t mean knowing by heart what note is on the fourth
string 13th fret, but I do mean knowing that when you’re
there you’re there because you’re in a certain key and
that note is part of the major or minor you’re in.

An example of the first is “Ten Essential Rifts for E
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See Expanding Sound Choices, page 13

E XPA N D I N G

S O UN D

THE CAGED SYSTEM
We’ll start with the CAGED system and a couple
other repetitive grid scale shapes. There’s nothing sacred
about the CAGED layout; there are many ways to conceive
of repeating scales up and down the neck. But most of us
have been exposed to CAGED and have some knowledge
of it, I suspect. It serves to make you deal with every right
and wrong note in a given key.
Many object that the CAGED system tends to box
you literally into little four-fret spans of the neck. It can, if
you allow yourself to learn just one box and stay in it. It’s
not the system that confines, but the confined use of the
system.
I’ll suggest some alternative scales that repeat the
same one pattern (as opposed to the five of the CAGED
system) up the neck to allow instant access to a major
or minor scale starting on any note. These scales can be
mixed and matched with CAGED patterns, and learning
both reinforces knowledge of each approach.
The goal is to come to see the fretboard as a friendly
and familiar place all the way to fret 20 (or at least 15 —
those last notes are too shrill for old people). If you think
you’ll skip the scales bit because you aren’t interested in
lead playing, you might still give it a chance — I’ve found
increased knowledge of scales is crucial to developing a
knack for playing the same or similar chord at four or five
different places on the neck, which produces three-chord
tunes that sound much richer. The scales also help a
great deal with our third topic, dyads.
Our second topic is essential types of scales and their
interrelationships: the major, natural minor, and harmonic
minor (and a hybrid I’ve found works well to merge the
natural and harmonic minors). You might be pleased
to hear that no other modes (like the Nina, the Pinta,
and the Santa Maria) are covered. These three scales
are fundamental not only to solo work but to expanding
the sense of chords available for any key. Maybe you’ve
wondered, like I have, where and why substituting a major
for its minor chord or vice-versa works. I think these
scales explain that.
The third main topic is the use of dyads or doublestops, with the emphasis on their profound impact on
the way we see the fretboard. They work in conjunction
with the CAGED and repetitive scales to provide access
to the whole neck, amplifying soloing ability, and they give

C H O IC E S

from page 12

valuable insight into how chords recur up the neck.
The fourth and last focus is the demystification of
chords we often neglect because they are less commonly
used in the type of music most of us play and write.
These include the diminished, the half-diminished, the
augmented, and the ninth. While other “exotics” are
useful, these four fit with the core approach by expanding
choices without overwhelming ourselves with them. These
chords also figure essentially in understanding the use of
the three scales and the use of all available chords in a
given key.

TOPIC ONE:
THE BORING BUT ESSENTIAL
FIVE CAGED PENTATONIC FORMS
This system is a workable and adequate way to have
access to every diatonic note in any key at any level of the
fretboard. As mentioned above, there is some legitimacy
to the objections that the system encourages a favorite
one or two pet boxes on the neck that restrict rather
than enhance soloing, and that it promotes a bad habit of
lifeless pentatonic riffs.
I’ve come to feel those “shortcomings” aren’t in
the system but in our stopping short of mastering the
system. Here we’ll start with the pentatonic forms, and
later we’ll look at the full major and minor forms of the
CAGED shapes.
Guitarists looking at a neck diagram of the five
“boxes” for the first time likely see such an abundance
of notes that it’s hard to see how this constitutes a
system and not just a catalog. That’s one reason to start
with the pentatonic forms. Each has a more memorably
distinct shape than its full major or minor counterpart,
since there’s a little more empty space on the diagram.
But even the pentatonic shapes are a pain to commit
to motor memory. Once that commitment is achieved,
though, the full major and minor shapes appear much
more intuitive. Also, the pentatonic forms can be played
over major and minor key songs interchangeably, since
each shape works for a given major and its relative minor
(any of the five pentatonic shapes for C major also work
for A minor).
The whole point of the five CAGED shapes is that each
can be played anywhere on the fretboard, so learning
them requires arbitrarily picking one of the five to be
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See Expanding Sound Choices, page 14

E XPA N D I N G

S O UND

closest to the nut and running the rigid order of the five
boxes down the neck from there. The key is that the order
is always the same — you can start in any key up at the
nut but the February box always has to follow the January
box, the March box has to follow the February box, and so
on through May.
If you start on May at the nut, the January box must
come next as you move down the fretboard. It’s the
relative order of the five boxes that’s essential, so you
have to picture the entire five boxes in conjunction with
one another to be able to move freely on the fretboard.
It’s the inability to see the five as a whole that gets us
stuck in one or two preferred boxes.
Since we have to pick an arbitrary box (and therefore
key) to take the nut position, I start with the key of E. It’s
intuitive in the sense that the lowest note on the fretboard
is the sixth string open E. Although the system is called
CAGED for the five chord forms that underlie the five
boxes, that doesn’t mean there’s any precedence for the
key of C. We’re approaching it as the EDCAG system, I
suppose. You’ll see that the box based on C and the one
based on D and so on don’t look especially like the C and
D chords, so there’s little advantage to associating the
five boxes with the five chords they’re named for.
You might reasonably ask how we cover all 24 keys,
12 major and 12 minor, with just five chord shapes.
Where are you going to find B and F, for instance? B
simply uses the same five shapes in order that you use
for the key of A, but starting a whole step higher. Same
for F in relation to E, except that the F starts a half step
above the E. Every one of the five boxes are all F scales
when you start in F, and so on. That’s why it’s probably
best not to learn them as the “C” shape or the “G”
shape — all five shapes keep repeating the scales of one
key, with the key depending on where you start on the
fretboard.

C H O IC E S

from page 13

open E note on the sixth string. That’s because you
visualize the shape of each box as occupying only the span
of frets defining that box, and starting with the open E is a
half-step lower than the box. You’ll see what I mean as we
go on. It’s the shape of the five boxes and the order of the
boxes in relation to one another that are sacrosanct; the
tonic notes are always in the same places within a given
box. This is another way of saying we’re not starting with
an E box, but simply starting with the box that happens to
produce the key of E (and the key of its relative minor C#)
at this level of the fretboard.
Remembering the five shapes
is tricky, because superficially they
don’t look much different. This is the
only one of the five CAGED shapes
that spans five frets — the other
four only span four. I call it “Offset”
because the notes run across frets
two and four with the exception of
the Ab on the third string and the
E on the second string, which are
offset in relation to the rest. If it helps you capture the
shape, this one also has a standard E major chord shape
on the top left and a standard D major shape on the
bottom right (which is another reason not to learn the
boxes as the “E” or “D” one — you can find more than one
chord shape in these boxes).
Any major pentatonic CAGED shape plays “My Girl”
starting on any tonic (red notes) and progressing six
notes. That’s a way to know you’ve hit the scale correctly.
There are two full “My Girls” in this shape. Move this
whole shape up one fret and you’ll play “My Girl” in F
instead of E, but we’re moving to the next shape up the
neck to illustrate the five shapes of E. That next shape is
this:

The software I used to create the neck diagrams
is called Neck Diagrams 2. The red Rs are always
the root or tonic note, and the software automatically
(and unnecessarily) tells you the scale degree of all the
notes. The triangle just means “major” and the p means
“perfect.” If that conveys little to you, it doesn’t matter for
our purposes. Also, whenever I refer to “higher” on the
neck or “up” the neck, I mean moving towards the sound
hole and not the headstock with the tuners.
I’m cheating a little by starting the way I am on the
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I think of this shape as Z
because there’s a pretty close
proximity to the Z shape. It might
also help to notice the standard Am
shape in the middle of the diagram.
The first two frets of Z are the
same as the last two of Offset. The
new lowest tonic note on the fifth
string is the same tonic note on the
fourth string in Offset. Only one full
My Girl can be played in this box.
See Expanding Sound Choices, page 15

E XPA N D I N G
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The third shape, starting at
the sixth fret for the key of E, has
the most symmetrical layout of
the five, which makes it relatively
easy to remember. It looks like a
little building, and I think of it as
“House.” As before, the first two
frets of House repeat the last
two of Z. Only one full My Girl
occurs in the box.
The fourth CAGED shape,
unlike the two before, overlaps
only one fret of House rather
than two. In E, the fourth shape
begins on the ninth fret and
extends four frets to the 12th.
It’s almost as symmetrical as
House, but not quite. Two full My
Girls can be played here. Like
House and only House, notes
march in a line across all six
strings on the same fret. I think of it as “Capo” because of
that.
The fifth and final shape
overlaps Capo by two frets not
one, and it spans four frets
from eleven to fourteen. It’s
asymmetrical, and I call it “Mess.”
It may help you to notice the
standard E chord at the bottom
left of the diagram on strings
three, four, and five. This is
another shape with two full My
Girls.

C H O IC E S

from page 14

Of course, Offset repeats in the key of E at this point
on the fretboard, overlapping the bottom of the Mess
shape by two frets and extending to fret 17:
Annoying though this
repetition may be, it is only the
relative order of the five shapes
that matters. The diagrams
above are in E because you
have to pick a key to lay out
the shapes. Redoing the whole
set starting one fret higher
produces the CAGED form
of the key of F, another fret
F#/G#, and so on. Completely
rearranging the five shapes
and starting with Mess in the primary position, followed
in order by Offset, Z, House, and Capo, produces G up the
neck. It has helped me to think of the shapes by primary
position, by which I mean the full shape that starts a given
key closest to the nut, for every key. By this system, I
always think of Mess as the starting shape for the key of
G/Em:

I think of House as the primary start shape of C:

See Expanding
Sound Choices, page 16
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I assign the start shape of
A to the Capo form in primary:

C H O IC E S

from page 15

I think of the start position for F as E Pentatonic in
Offset one fret up the fretboard. For B, it’s convenient to
think of its start position as either C in House shape but
one fret higher, or as A as Capo one fret lower.
A handy way to avoid the pitfall of playing all or mostly
in one CAGED box is to force yourself to skip a box instead
of playing in order. For example, start with the primary
E pentatonic, Offset, and move to House (sixth to ninth
frets). Then go to Mess at eleven to fourteen. Go back
and pick up shapes two and four that you’ve skipped (Z
and Capo). With each move, go to a tonic E note and play
My Girl. Before long, you begin to sense the presence of E
notes and E’s CAGED shapes all over the fretboard.

D pentatonic in start
position is Z shape:

Next time, for those of us not yet dead of Covid, we’ll
look at the mercifully repetitive forms for the full major
and minor scales.
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SVSA Members’ Recordings

what’s done is done

marc with a “c”

long story short

eyes on the water

a different story

the crawlspace tapes

carved in song

folk singular

Mike Franke

Greg Trafidlo

what’s done is done — A debut release of

A DIFFERENT STORY — An eclectic

14 original folk and blues tunes about everyday
life and interesting people featuring Mike’s
fingerstyle and slide guitar.

Marc Baskind

combination of originals and covers featuring
old friends and new, competently and
professionally recorded and performed. And,
as always, straight from the heart.

THE CRAWLSPACE TAPES — Greg’s most

marc with a “c”— Sampler CD of covers

joyful CD is a compilation of all his funny and
goofy stuff. Tom Paxton says, “Loosen up,
sourpusses. Greg is on the loose again!”

David Simpkins

Carved in Song— Most songs co-written

and original songs offers a taste of the varied
styles of this accomplished guitarist/singer.

Long Story Short — Offers 12 original
Americana tunes blending rock, folk, blues,
and country.

The Panini Brothers
Eyes on the water — Debut CD from a

group comprised of SVSA members Larry
Sakayama and Mike DeGiorgi as well as Chip
Conway, Mark Earnhardt, and Scott Thomas.
Jazzy, bluesey, eclectic, original tunes.

with some of Greg’s favorite songwriters.
Listen to audio clips at gregtrafidlo.com.

folk singular— Greg’s third solo CD

reflects the diversity of his songwriting
and production skills. With SVSA-ers on
background vocals, and Marc Baskind on
guitar and vocals.
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SVSA Members’ Recordings

silver

winkin’

pacing the moon

cup of contradictions

dimestore detective

dog joggin’

songwriter sessions

tales from the fire pit

Trifolkal

Steve Clark

SILVER — The trio celebrates 25 years

DOG JOGGIN’ — Eleven sweet and true

together with a “fan favorite” collection of
covers from the Beach Boys to Tom Paxton.

winkin’ — This top-notch release from that

“trio fiercely dedicated to fun” tempers the
fun with poignancy and heart.

Josh Jones
Pacing the Moon — Thirteen of the

strongest songs Josh has written. For lyrics,
short audio clips and additional information,
please visit www.jonesgroupmusic.com.

Mike Pearrell
cup of contradictions — 13 original
songs. Lots of SVSA musicians singing and
playing.

amusing tunes comprise this quirky singer/
songwriter CD. Available at cdbaby.com.

The Entwined
SONGWRITER SESSIONS — The CD was

released at Francis Ford Coppola’s Turtle Inn
Resort in Belize in 2018. It’s a mix of 13 songs
written by Dan Hildebrand ranging from reallife ballads to feel-good ditties. Recorded at
Blackwater Studios. Percussion and harmony
by Adonna Lemon.

TALES FROM THE FIRE PIT — The most

popular CD in Placenia, Belize for one week
in 2018, the latest from the Entwined was
recorded at Bad Monkey’s music studio,
located at the couple’s home in VA, and
features 10 original works.

dimestore detective — Mike’s first solo
CD features 14 original songs. Produced by
Greg Trafidlo; with a number of guest SVSA
musicians. Available at Mike’s shows.
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SVSA Members’ Recordings

tales from the road

eastern western
cowgirl

from the heart of a
cowgirl

horsegirl poet

lovin’ the west

my life

gumbo

style

Aspen Black

Jimmie Landry

Tales From the Road — 15 original poems
with musical backup. Every poem has a tie to
a road, although the road is never the subject.
Either the road runs through it, shows up in
a fleeting moment, or the whole story was
inspired by, or witnessed “on the road.”

MY LIFE — Jimmie sings stories about his
friends, family, and life on the road. A jazzyblues New Orleans-style piano and vocals
paint a picture of 60 years in music.

Eastern Western Cowgirl — Eight

original Contemporary Western songs.
Available at CDBaby.com/aspenblack7.

from the heart of a cowgirl —
Original spoken word poems adhering to the
Western Music Association guidelines for the
cowboy poetry genre. Available at CDBaby.
horsegirl poet — Songs and poems about
horses, cowboys, and rural life. Available at
CDBaby.
LOVIN’ THE WEST — This is the latest CD

released by Western Music Association singer/
songwriter – and SVSA member – Aspen Black.
It features 10 original selections, seven of
which are road-tested favorites.

GUMBO — Hot and spicy down-home jazz,

funk, and soul that goes down easy. Ten
originals and three covers.

STYLE — A blend of standards and one original
in a variety of grooves like straight-ahead
swing, samba, jazz, waltz, and funky secondline blues.

“I guess you could write
a good song if your heart
hadn’t been broken, but I
don’t know of anyone whose
heart hasn’t been broken.”
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~ Lucinda Williams

SVSA Members’ Recordings

electric bill

acoustic bill

Bill Stanton
ELECTRIC BILL — Ten original songs of Bill’s

lyrics and melodies accompanied by former
bandmates on electric instruments and vocal
harmonies originally recorded in the 1980s.

ACOUSTIC BILL — Ten original songs with

lyrics and melodies by Bill accompanied by
former bandmates on acoustic instruments
and vocal harmonies recorded from the early
1970s through 2000.

songs for veterans & patriots

Jerry Gilmore
songs for veterans & patriots —

covers topics concerning Vietnam veterans,
POW/MIA warriors, the United States flag,
military holidays, and the Medal Of Honor.
The original compositions are performed in
country, bluegrass, and southern rock styles.
Available from CDBaby.
At right: This meme has been floating around the
internet for ages now so it’s only right and proper
that it has
finally wound
up in the SVSA
Music News.
It’s Sunday
morning
and long-time
SVSA
It
covers
just
about
everything
it
needs
to
cover, and
member Greg Trafidlo is at home sharpening
following
it
guarantees
a
hugely
successful
hit in
up his mandolin skills. (Photo by Judy Larson.)
whatever genre in which you’re working.
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About Classifieds:
SVSA Music News free classifieds may be submitted
by paid members only. All classifieds must be musicrelated. Members, e-mail your classifieds to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com.

About articles and other written
contributions:
SVSA members write feature articles for the SVSA
Music News throughout the year. Members can
submit other articles and features at any time. Nonmembers may also submit articles and other written
contributions but their inclusion will be subject to time
and space constraints. All articles may be edited for
space considerations and will be edited, as time allows,
for spelling and grammar. E-mail submissions to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com.

SVSA DISCLAIMER

The ideas and opinions contained
in this newsletter are intended
to be helpful to songwriters. The
companies and organizations
mentioned are believed to be
legitimate; however, SVSA does not
endorse any products or services and
offers no guaranteed success based
on the content.
We are always looking for articles
about SVSA members and articles
of interest to the songwriting
community. Email articles and
information to the Editor, David
Simpkins, at svsa.songwriters@
gmail.com. SVSA is a non-profit
organization.

2020 SVSA Board Members:

About Announcements:
SVSA members may list music-related announcements
in the SVSA Music News. E-mail them to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com by the second Tuesday of
the month. Announcements from members will be
e-mailed to members as soon as they are received and,
if still timely, published in an upcoming issue of the
SVSA Music News. Announcements from non-members
will be held for publication in an upcoming issue of the
SVSA Music News.

Mollye Otis – President
Ashley Lucas - Vice President
David McWilliams – Treasurer
David Simpkins – Secretary and
Newsletter Editor
Mike Franke - At-Large Board Member
and Webmaster
Bill Stanton - At-Large Board Member
Larry Helms - At-Large Board Member
Celie Holmes - At-Large Board Member

About Members’
Gig Listings:
SVSA members may submit their upcoming
performance schedules for publication in the SVSA
Music News. The submissions will be printed as
submitted; the more information you provide, the
more likely the response.
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